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Abstract 

The concept ‘server’ is designed to serve information or services to multiple users over the 

network, which makes it, enable user profile management. Taken an example of storage server; 

system need to manage data or files from multiple users or belonging to multiple owners. 

Managing this ownership, systems normally separates the user files in different directory and 

records this directory information in index table. By the time system separated the files in 

different directory for its own management it unknowingly reveals the file owner information to 

system user who has direct access to the server directory structure. Main threat lies here only, 

that malicious user has access to every user’s files. Malicious user attacks are not controllable or 

having no direct protection over it but it can be made difficult for the malicious user to get the 

ownership information about files by hiding the files original name and the ownership information 

by designing novel index table which has no record about files real identity and its location 

information. So by the time of accessing the files its location and name information will be 

generated temperately using secure key. 

Introduction 

Almost in every well know file storage server there is arrangement of 

separating the user files in user specific folder or directory which is normally 

named with user identification or user name. This makes folders vulnerable 

and searchable if hacker is looking for specific user’s files. Almost in every 

file storage server, it has a user management by allotting different folders to 

every user, but which creates a threat of user ownership identification, 
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where by looking at server configuration one can identify the owner of the 

files. Proposed system is Invisible Ownership System. Where, no entity 

including file storage server having full information about files stored on the 

storage media. It simply means system will store all users’ files on same 

drive or same folder. Now this will protect owner identity and file access 

threats. But for this user need to replace complete file storage services on 

the entire network. For the proof of concept, we can rebuild file storage 

service and demonstrate it over intranet. Here, first client will pass the file 

to file storage service along with some security Key; file storage service will 

then rename the file with unique identification number or code which will be 

generated by user key. Once this new renamed file stored on the storage 

owner identity will be lost, hence system will be having no record or 

information about file owner detail along with file name. Every time while 

reading or accessing the file or file part system will calculate or generate the 

name of the file and access it. 

Background 

Looking toward the limitations, described in the literature review, it is 

necessary to have a novel universal procedure to overcome those limitations. 

As almost every big organization having web identity and runs on hosting or 

cloud environment, the organizational information becomes important 

aspect. Even after cloud provides industry a wide range of security and 

system free from malicious software virus attacks, still the data is not safe 

from malicious users having administrative rights. One having super user 

rights can access the data from cloud storage with wrong intensions. After 

going through different solutions to reduce malicious user attack we found 

keeping the data out of user reach will make data more secure than by any 

other way, but we can’t forget the fact we have to keep the data somewhere. 

Hence the proposed system is designed by keeping these scenarios in 

consideration where we will distribute and secure the data at different 

location in order to hide original data directly from user. Here system will 

take smart decision on the basis of user request and split the data after 

successful encryption in to different blocks and store it on the multiple cloud 

storage, now malicious user can access the data but of no use. Another point 

of consideration is the safety of data in case of critical condition. The 
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proposed system is less with capability to re calculate the data from rest of 

the storage if any one of the storage gets failure 

 

Figure 1.0. Security breaches. 

Different mechanism including authentication using credentials, 

defining file ownership in order to restrict the file access, firewalls, 

encryption mechanism are available to protect information. It is unfortunate 

that none of the stated method guaranteed the complete security of the data 

and even after providing high security the major threat to the data on public 

cloud is malicious user figure 2.0 state the same issue where user can 

encrypt the information over cloud in secure environment but at the same 

time these storage locations are always accessible to the malicious user who 

is part of the public cloud service provider infrastructure. This thread is not 

easily traceable and no direct solution can be provided to this issue. D-HOM 

system mainly aims at hiding data and its ownership identity to make data 

inaccessible to malicious user which leads to securing the confidential data. 

Basic idea is to split file F in multiple parts F1, F2 and F3 then encrypting in 

to F1e, F2e and F3e respectively finally “PUSH” it to public cloud storage. 

Almost in every well know file storage server there is arrangement of 

separating the user files in user specific folder or directory which is normally 

named with user identification or user name. This makes folders vulnerable 

and searchable if hacker is looking for specific user’s files. Take an example 

of file storage server, file storage service has a user management by allotting 

different folders to every user, but which creates a biggest threat of user 

ownership identification where by looking at service configuration one can 

identify the owner of the files. Part of the proposed system is Invisible 

Ownership System. Here no entity including file storage service has 

information about files stored on the storage. It simply means system will 
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store all users’ files on same drive or same folder. 

Now this will protect owner identity and file access threats. But for this 

we need to replace complete file storage service access on the entire cloud 

service provider. For the proof of concept, we can rebuild file storage service 

and demonstrate it over intranet. Now how it will work, first client will pass 

the file to file storage service along with some Key, file storage service will 

then rename the file with unique identification number or key which is 

generated by user key and private key or something like that. Once this new 

renamed file stored on the storage owner identity will be lost, no system will 

be there to identify, which file contains what and who is the owner of the 

file. See how useful it will be if we split then hide the identity of file. Every 

time while reading or accessing the file or file part system will calculate or 

generate the name of the file and access it. 

Proposed System 

This present invention discloses system and method for secure file 

storage using hidden owner identity mechanism. Currently with the 

increase in the creation and use of digital data, enormous amount of data is 

created on file storage server which is maintained by third party vendor 

hence there is need to provide secure system which will store all users’ data 

securely on system where only authorized user knows complete information. 

 

Figure 1.0. System Protocol Architecture. 

Since file storage server stores all users data in various user directories, 

creates threat of user ownership recognition where system administrator 
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attack is possible. We have developed secure file storage system where file 

owner information user is hidden hence nobody including user, 

administrator and file storage server has complete information about stored 

data. Our system reduces indexing overheads and cumbersome security key 

management. 

 

Figure 2.0. Existing FTP process. 

Invisible Ownership System 

 Proposed New Method /Algorithm for improving FTP services 

 Header Deletion function will remove ownership details of file chunks 

to provide OS level security 

 Proposed system will dynamically create naming convention ambiguity 

by renaming each file 

 New name is generated using Filename, Server name, user key and 

cloud private key 

 

Figure 3.0. System process. 
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This present disclosure relates to the novel work carried for 

implementation of a Hidden Owner Identity mechanism for securely storing 

file on storage server. Moreover, it relates to unique, efficient and secure 

method for storing a file on any type of storage server either local or cloud-

based server. Furthermore, present disclosure relates to computer program 

product consisting of computer -readable instructions stored on computer -

readable storage media. These instructions being executed by computing 

system consisting of processing hardware to execute programs. File storage 

server is a server which stores various types of critical user data files and 

privacy-sensitive information using file systems therefore they are main 

targets for various types of security attacks. 

Implementation 

The sequence diagram represents timeline over the file processing in our 

implementation. The first step is the registration of client over the 

application, generate the login credentials to make the request for the 

verification and authentication of client to start file processing over the 

developed environment. After getting all the credentials for file processing 

client is allow to start working over the environment. Client selects a file to 

be uploaded and generate a secure key to make a request to upload a file into 

the available cloud. The next step calls the Encryption and splitting API’s to 

perform the secure distribution of file over the cloud. The timeline process 

call also be called in reverse to get file receive request made satisfaction of 

the client. 
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Figure 4.0. Process Sequence Diagram. 

 

Conclusion 

In presented proposed system we analysed different aspects of cloud 

computing and different file storage mechanism including local and 

distributed file system. Across the development we studied different 

available solutions and tried to find out what parameters can be considered 

and re-designed to enhance the performance or minimize the cost factor. We 

carried out the development of D-HOM (Distributed Hidden Ownership 

Mechanism) system which will enhance the file security by encrypting and 

distributing the file parts over multiple cloud and re-join when accessing. 

With simulation and implementation, we generated the performance result 

and resulting parameters are enhanced. 
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